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Abstract. This article describes the IULA’s META-SHARE LOD dataset and the RDFication task performed when moving 
the original XSD/XML data into RDF/OWL. The dataset has to do with language resource descriptions and it includes the 
LOD version of the META-SHARE model plus the IULA’s language resource descriptions. The article focuses on some criti-
cal aspects when RDFying XSD/XML data. Essentially these include: the mapping of controlled vocabularies expressed in 
XML enumerations; the RDFication of certain unstructured data (those where unrestricted input strings may generate relevant 
instances) and the cleaning and linking tasks required once eventual instances are RDFied.  Data cleaning and linking become 
crucial in a scenario where different distributed metadata nodes share their data. The eventual dataset proves efficient for data 
exploitation and capitalizes the efforts done. This is demonstrated by the catalog browser developed which allows retrieving 
relevant relations between tools and datasets,  services and publications, people and projects etc.. that remained hidden in the 
original data and demonstrates some data mashups. This web application uses the dataset described to promote the use of lan-
guage technology to researches of Humanities and Social Sciences as part of the CLARIN initiative.  
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1.  Motivation 

The IULA-UPF CLARIN Competence Center 1 
aims to promote and support the use of technology 
and text analysis tools in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences research. The center provides specialized 
language technology web services as part of the Eu-
ropean initiative CLARIN (www.clarin.eu). To pro-
mote the use of language technology, the center in-
cludes a Catalog2

This Catalog has been implemented following the 
philosophy of Linked Open Data (LOD) and it is 
based on the initial LOD version of the META-
SHARE (MS) model [1].  Currently, this initial ver-

 which manages, disseminates and 
grants access to reference information on the use of 
language technology projects and studies in different 
disciplines, especially with regard to Humanities and 
Social Sciences. 

                                                           
1 http://www.clarin-es-lab.org/index-en.html 
2 http://lod.iula.upf.edu 

sion is the basis for the Linked Data for Language 
Technology Community Group (LD4LT) working on 
the Meta-Share OWL. 

MS is a network of repositories of language re-
source (LRs), including both language data and lan-
guage tools, described through a set of metadata. The 
MS model comprises all elements and relations as-
sisting the description of LRs (corpora, grammars, 
lexica and tools) and it is formalized in an extensive 
XSD schema. The model includes five distinct enti-
ties: resource3

                                                           
3 Language resources. 

, actor, project, document and license 
and an exhaustive set of components that combine 
together to provide the full description of these core 
entities. MS implemented a sustainable network of 
repositories of language data, tools and related web 
services documented with high-quality metadata, 
aggregated in central inventories allowing for uni-
form search and access to resources. As MS members, 
we set up and maintained our own Language Re-



source Repository Node4

The migration to the LOD framework was a natu-
ral movement, derived from the requirements of the 
center: the MS nodes target language technology pro-
fessionals and become too technical for a potentially 
wider community of users. Most users are not expe-
rienced enough to cope with MS data. Thus, the orig-
inal MS dataset was enriched with relevant documen-
tation (appropriate articles, documentation, sample 
data and results, illustrative experiments, examples 
from outstanding projects, illustrative use cases, etc)  
to encourage our users to embrace digital tools. Cru-
cially, the open world assumption of LOD eases data 
enrichment. Besides, some interesting information in 
the MS nodes remained invisible to end users. Addi-
tional ways to establish inferences and to maximize 
the inherent relations in our dataset were needed. 
Note finally, that MS nodes are plenty of data but 
remain isolated from other significant repositories. 
Lots of relevant information (about documents, field 
experts, outstanding projects, etc) is already available 
in external datasets and we need ways to access and 
exploit such amount of information.  

 which is synchronized with 
the central nodes. 

Summarizing, we used the LOD approach (i) to 
maximize the information contained in our reposito-
ries, (ii) to be able to enrich the information there and 
(iii) to link it to external repositories and datasets. 

This article describes the dataset and reports the 
experience when setting up a LOD catalogue. The 
article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes 
the data cleaning and linking tasks performed when 
moving the original dataset to the LOD version. The 
section focuses on: (i) the procedure and criteria fol-
lowed to reuse external vocabularies; (ii) the RDFy-
ing process when addressing xs:enumerations (i.e. 
data categories), ‘unstructured’ data and local ele-
ments and (iii) the data enrichment procedures im-
plemented. 

Section 3 provides some metrics and links to the 
resources developed. 

 Section 4 reports the advantages of the eventual 
LOD dataset. These are exemplified with the Browser 
application developed running on the  dataset.  

2. RDFying: cleaning and linking 

RDFying MS data implied two steps: (i) to gener-
ate the ontology from the XSD schema and (ii) to 
map the XML instances based on decisions taken in 

                                                           
4 http://metashare.upf.edu/ 

the previous step. When moving from SXD to 
RDF/OWL some general rules can be applied: 

 
XSD OWL 

xs:simpleType rdfs:Datatype 
xs:simpleType with 
xs:enumeration 

rdfs:Datatype., plus an instance for 
every enumerated value. 

xs:complexType  owl:Class 
global element with 
simple type rdfs:Datatype 

local element with com-
plex type owl:ObjectProperty 

local element with sim-
ple type owl:DatatypeProperty  

Table 1 XSD2RDF mapping rules 

However, a careful analysis of the MS schema 
showed that in some cases this schema was unneces-
sarily complex. This is partially due to the ‘docu-
ment-centric’ approach generally followed in the MS 
model. Applying the rules above to the original XSD 
schema would derive into a graph filled with ‘super-
fluous’ nodes. Thus, we decided to identify these 
nodes before the actual RDFication process, obtain-
ing flatter and shallower representations. Simpler 
conversions derive in simpler graphs which will in 
turn facilitate merging and ulterior exploitation of the 
data. When addressing schema simplification we 
avoided entering into conceptual considerations and 
rather based our decisions only on formal aspects. As 
it is described in much more detail in [2], the criteria 
applied take into account the tree structure of the 
nodes, their cardinality and the XPath axes. This al-
lowed identifying ‘removable nodes’ in the original 
SXD schema and getting a simpler graph5

This section addresses some critical aspects when 
RDFying XSD/XML data. Essentially these include: 
the mapping of controlled vocabularies expressed in 
XML enumerations; the RDFying process of certain 
unstructured data (those where unrestricted input 
strings may generate relevant instances) and the 
cleaning and linking tasks required once eventual 
instances are RDFied. 

. 

                                                           
5  Removable nodes include ‘Wrapping elements’ and ’super-

fluous elements’. The former are complex elements with “cardinal-
ity max=1”, they are ‘document centric’ in nature as they are used 
to group elements into conceptual dimensions (for instance to 
distinguish between administrative information vs. technical in-
formation). Superfluous elements are complex elements with one 
and only one simple element. 



2.1. Controlled vocabularies:  xs:enumerations  

Controlled vocabularies play a critical role in me-
tadata descriptions. XML data use enumerations to 
deal with controlled vocabularies. Thus, an enumera-
tion limits the content of an XML element to a set of 
acceptable values. In XSD schemas, enumerations 
are not typed and spread along the schemas with no 
explicit relation among them, or between them and 
external data.  In OWL, these data categories are ac-
tually ordinary resources and therefore they can be 
reused and linked to external vocabularies in a 
straightforward manner. 

Simple types with enumerations translate into an 
object property, a class and a corresponding instance 
for each enumerated value.  The MS schema contains 
962 enumeration elements, of which 807 distinct 
ones. In such a huge schema, it is not rare to find 
some inconsistencies. Some derive from spelling dif-
ferences: for instance word vs. words,  wordlist vs. 
wordList, etc. Other inconsistencies are not mere 
spelling differences; for example, grammars include 
an element (compatibleLexiconType) used to indicate 
the type of external lexicon that can be used with the 
grammar. This element has three enumerations: 
wordnet, wordlist and morphologicalLexicon. Note 
however, that the model distinguishes between 10 
lexicon types: (namely: wordList, computationalLex-
icon, ontology, wordnet, thesaurusframenet, termino-
logicalResource, machineReadableDictionary, lex-
icon and other). Not only there is a difference in spel-
ling (wordlist vs wordList), but note that the compa-
tibleLexiconType element in grammars allows for 
morphologicalLexicon which is not present in the set 
of admissible lexicon types. In other words: there 
may be a description saying “I’m compatible with a 
particular kind of lexicon which is not predicted in 
the model”. 

 Another example is the mediaType element. This 
element includes five enumerations (text, audio, vid-
eo, image and textNumerical). Corpora and lexica 
types come equipped with a mediaType component 
with a fixed value. Thus text corpora are defined with 
‘text’ value; audio corpora are defined with ‘audio’ 
value and so on. Note, however, that TextNgramCor-
pus type is defined with ‘textNgram’ value: a fixed 
value that is not predicted in the mediaType element. 

Finally, let’s mention that, in some cases, enume-
rations imply some sort of hierarchic organization. 
Since the XML machinery does not allow for hierar-

chic enumerations, designers tend to use naming con-
ventions. For example, the MS schema includes the 
annotationType element that encodes “the annotation 
level of the resource or the annotation types a tool / 
service requires or produces as an output”. This ele-
ment has 47 enumerations and uses prefixing to 
somehow organize these into sub-classes. 

To sum up, although the general mapping rules can 
be used to generate enumerations as instances of re-
levant classes, this requires a careful analysis of the 
results in order to avoid possible inconsistencies and 
improve on the results. In this case, such cleaning is 
already performed and can be reused by other MS 
nodes. 

2.2.  RDFying unstructured data 

The MS XSD schema includes a variety of simple 
unrestricted elements (ie. those with free text content). 
According to general mapping rules, simple elements 
translate as Datatype Properties (properties connect-
ing individuals with literals). In some cases, however, 
simple XML elements are better formalized as Object 
Properties (properties linking individuals) provided 
we are able to convert original textual data into rele-
vant individuals. 

The ‘closed world’ conception of XSD/XML 
framework explains the proliferation of string valued 
elements where a more structured representation is 
better suited. Schema designers need to define the 
closed list of xs:enumerations. Often, such a defini-
tion is not easy and designers decide (i) to include the 
so common ‘other’ value to cope with unpredicted 
cases or, even, (ii) to use unrestricted elements in-
stead. Note also that any change in the enumeration 
list (either by addition or elimination) requires a 
change in the schema, and this is too expensive.  

Among the candidates for ‘text RDFication’, lan-
guage was the most evident one. In this case, we used 
the Language Code Ontology6  and defined pattern 
conversions that map input strings to corresponding 
URIS. For big datasets, OpenRefine proves very effi-
cient in such cases: clustering allows grouping to-
gether similar results. In such cases, we recommend 
cleaning input string values before addressing RDFi-
cation. Just to give an example, in one of the MS cen-
tral node 7

                                                           
6  http://aims.fao.org/vest-registry/vocabularies/language-code-

ontology-0#.VE4uEvl5Poc 

 we find the following ‘inconsistencies’ 
concerning English and Spanish language codes: 

7 http://metashare.elda.org/ 



 
Value Value counter Resource counter 

eng 518 476 
en 215 174 
EN 120 120 
Spa 390 376 
es 77 71 
ES 10 10 

Table 2 Language codes in MS central node 

 MimeType information was also a clear candidate 
for ‘text RDFication’.  We used the Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority as the external vocabulary8

Figure 1

. It is 
easy to run the SPARQL instructions like the one in 

 to replace original string values by desired 
instances. 

 
DELETE { ?s ms:mimeType "text". } 
INSERT {  
?s ms:mimeType http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/text/plain>.  
} 
WHERE { ?s ms:mimeType "text". }  

Figure 1 Replacing mimeType values 

SPARQL queries are also very useful for identify-
ing ‘odd’ values. The query in Figure 2 retrieves 
triples with wrong values. 

 
SELECT * 
WHERE { 
   ?s ms:mimeType ?type 
   FILTER (!regex(?type,"http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes")) 
} 

Figure 2 Identifying ‘odd’ values 

Other text values may involve some extra work. 
Thus, anotatationFormat, tagSet and theoreticalMo-
del could be also treated as individuals. In these cases, 
however, the lack of an existing vocabulary made 
things more complex and we did not go any further. 
Alternatively, we used the DBpedia and ISOcat data 
whenever possible. 

Sometimes, string valued elements are used to ‘re-
fer’ to relevant resources. Since XML/XSD is not 
well suited for cross-references, descriptive strings 
are used instead. This is case of targetResourceNa-
meURI element used to collect “The full name or a 
url to a resource related to the one being de-
scribed…”. A manual validation is needed in this 
process.  

Documents deserve special consideration. In our 
data set, documents are crucial. The enlightening 

                                                           
8 http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/ 

nature of the catalogue led us to attach relevant doc-
uments (articles, explanatory videos, input/output 
samples, manuals, use cases, etc) to almost any sort 
of resource.  Though the original MS schema only 
allowed documents to be attached to language re-
sources, the eventual model allows documents to be 
attached to everything. In Section 2.4 we discuss the 
RDFying process involving documents. Here we ad-
dress a small part of such a process: the dc:subject 
information in documents. dc:subject is used to en-
code the topic of the resource and in DC specifica-
tions we read: “Typically, the subject will be 
represented using keywords, key phrases, or classifi-
cation codes. Recommended best practice is to use a 
controlled vocabulary”. Though the recommendation 
suggests using controlled vocabularies, the fact is that 
free text is widely used instead. We made an effort to 
enrich our document instances with dc:subject prop-
erties linking to internal and external instances. The 
objective was to help our users to learn about the sub-
jects they found in the document descriptions. We 
used the DBpedia dataset whenever possible. Thus, 
for example, the “IULA Treebank” article’s page 9

 

 
includes links to DBpedia (and Wikipedia) for sub-
ject information so that the user can have a look at 
(sometimes rather cryptic) subjects. 

 

Figure 3 “DBpedia relevant information” for The IULA Treebank 
article (http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/doc_24) 

We wanted to use dc:subject information to link to 
external datasets (essentially the DBLP10

2.3. Data cleaning: dealing with local XML elements 

). The idea 
was that for each article in our dataset we could get 
related articles in the DBLP taking the dc:subject as 
linking criteria. However, the overlapping between 
our subjects and the DBLP subjects was rather small 
and, hence, we did not implement this functionality.  

Once the mapping criteria from XSD to 
RDF/OWL are defined it is quite easy to set the 
XSLT rules to automatically RDFy XML data. Un-
fortunately, the process is not so straight forward and 

                                                           
9 http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/doc_24 
10  The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography 

(http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/) 

http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/text/plain�
http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/doc_24�


requires data cleaning. In general, the MS schema 
uses global declarations, allowing for component 
reusability throughout the schema. However, one of 
the biggest problems with the MS data is the lack of 
cross references among instances. Though, the MS 
schema is full of global declarations that theoretically 
would facilitate component reusability, the schema 
does not include any ID/IDref mechanism allowing 
for cross reference of XML instances. All component 
instances are local11 and cannot be referenced12

Data cleaning was particularly critical in the case 
of person, organization, project and document in-
stances. When the original data include ID and IDref 
attributes, these can be used to generate the corres-
ponding URIs and the ID/IDREF mechanism guaran-
tees data consistency. Unfortunately this is not our 
case: all occurrences of persons, organizations, 
projects and documents are locally declared and this 
is a potential source of problems. For persons, the 
process was quiet straight forward: the combination 
of the original elements surname and given name 
paved the way. When RDFying XML data, any 
Y/X/Person structure generates the corresponding “Y 
X Person” triple, where Person is a URI of the form 
http://… /name_surname. For example, the structure 
Corpus_X/resourceCreator/Person results in a triple 
like “Corpus_X  ms:resourceCreator  John_Smith”. 
The instance declaration for John_Smith, results of 
the union of all local declarations (where union re-
moves duplicate nodes). This requires a final curation 
task that agrees on node values in case they are dif-
ferent

. This 
poses a serious problem for the reusability (and even 
the usability) of the data. Note, for example, that 
searching across the resources in the MS database 
having the same creator implies using a complex 
element pattern matching. Similarly, uploading data 
into a database requires specific pattern matching 
validations.  

13. Once, Persons were RDFied, we added the 
corresponding links to DBLP, VIAF 14and ORCID15

Table 6
 

whenever possible.  shows the number of per-
son individuals and the links to external datasets.   

For Organisations and Projects, things were a bit 
more complex as naming practices for these instances 

                                                           
11 Each occurrence of a given element X is locally declared. 
12 Note, in addition, that ID/IDref mechanism only guar-

antees cross reference inside a document, and not to exter-
nal references.  

13 It is quite common to find differences in source XML data 
concerning address, email, etc… 

14 Virtual International Authority File (http://viaf.org/) 
15 http://orcid.org/ 

are surprisingly diverse16

RDFying Documents was, by far, the most labo-
rious task. MS schema defines documentation as an 
alternative choice between documentInfo and docu-
mentUnstructured. The former, consists of a complex 
type where all bibliographic information is split in the 
corresponding content element. The later, is a simple 
type element where the whole citation is recorded as 
a string. In the eventual LOD model, we need to 
create an instance of Bibo

. For big datasets, a prelimi-
nary version that inherits the varieties of the input 
XML files can be constructed straightforward. Once 
the data is generated, SPARQL proves very useful to 
identify oddities. 

17

The fact that the original XML does not allow 
cross-referencing (much less external-referencing) 
may explain why most documentation elements come 
in the unstructured shape: the effort to provide struc-
tured documentation elements does not pay off. Map-
ping XML documentation information into the LOD 
version required additional metadata curation. 
Though existing bibliographic catalogs can easy the 
task and some pattern matching rules can be defined 
to help in the process, we cannot avoid human work 
and manual validation. In any case, the effort is worth 
paid as not only it guarantees data quality and integri-
ty but also benefits data exploitation (see Section 4). 

 class for each document. 
When the original data is a documentInfo element, we 
have a structured element that needs to be mapped 
into the target model. Though the mapping is quite 
straightforward, some critical aspects need to be ad-
dressed: in input XML data, authorship information 
comes as a string whereas in the target LOD model 
we need to identify the relevant persons (creators 
become instances of the person class). When the 
original data is a documentUnstructured element, 
things are much more complex. Now we have to 
create an instance document out of a string citation. 
We used DBLP and Google Scholar to search for 
input unstructured documents. This allows getting a 
structured bibliographic citation out of the input 
string. DBLP provides a RDF format which is very 
helpful. Google Scholar provides a BibTeX format 
which can be mapped to RDF.  

2.4. Where to stop? 

RDFying documents still implied facing a further 
question. We enriched our original dataset with addi-

                                                           
16 Note that organizations and projects may have rather long 

names. 
17 http://bibliontology.com/ 



tional documentation stuff and we end up with 155 
documents with 233 different authors and this meant 
a lot of (hopefully avoidable) work. Since we are in 
the LOD model, it sounds reasonable to use external 
datasets whenever possible. The initial idea was to 
use direct references to DBLP whenever possible:  
whenever a document in our dataset is present in the 
DBLP, let’s use the DBLP URI and avoid creating 
our ‘own record’ for the document. 

Eventually we did not follow such an approach and 
rather we created ‘our own records’ with the corres-
ponding owl:sameAs link to the DBLP. Note that we 
use our LOD dataset to run the Catalogue Browser.  
The browser requests our Virtuoso data server and 
displays the data as required. Having external data 
meant lots of connections to external servers. The 
first tests we performed showed that the performance 
was neither good nor reliable enough.  

Once we decided to create ‘our’ document records, 
we addressed the authorship question: do we need to 
create ‘our own’ records for all the authors (ie. 
dc:creators)? At this point we took a pragmatic ap-
proach and decided to create a person record when-
ever the person occurs as object in some other prop-
erty other than dc:creator  (for example: resource-
Creator, metadataCreator, contactPerson, validator, 
etc …). Thus ‘prolific’ persons have a record (with 
the corresponding owl:samaAs relation to DBLP, 
VIAF and/or ORCHID datasets) whereas ‘odd’ per-
sons do not have a record and rather we use the ex-
ternal URI instead. Our dataset includes 155 docu-
ments with 290 different creators. Among these crea-
tors, 29 are locally declared, 168 are external URIS 
(essentially from DBLP) and 42 are encoded as string 
values (these are the cases where there is no external 
link available). 

2.5. Linking 

Once the data is correctly generated and cleaned it 
needs to be linked. This includes both internal linking 
(links between relevant resources in our data set) and 
external linking (links to external datasets). Surpri-
singly, our initial dataset missed some relevant inter-
nal links. This comes from the fact that the original 
xsd schema was unable to formalize certain obvious 
relations. For example: nothing in the source model 
tells us that Named Entity Recognition (an NLP task) 
has something to do with a named entity (an instance 
of ‘semantic annotation’). Similarly, there is no con-
nection between semantic annotation and the relevant 
standard SemAF; semantics and semantic roles; deri-

vation and morphology, discourse annotation and 
discourse analysis, etc. We enriched our dataset with 
internal links between relevant resources. This essen-
tially included links between NLP tasks, linguistic 
information, annotation type, encoding level and 
standards.  

External linking includes linking of ‘domain’ re-
sources (those which are part of the language tech-
nology domain) and ‘general’ resources (essentially: 
agents, documents and projects). For ‘domain’ re-
sources, the lack of available datasets led us use 
DBpedia and ISOcat18

Table 5

 whenever possible. For ‘gen-
eral’ resources, we used the DBLP, ORCHID and 
VIAF.  and Table 6 show the number of in-
stances linked to external dataset.   

2.6. Data enrichment (data mashups) 

Linked data allow the CCC Browser enriching the 
data available. Two procedures were defined to re-
trieve and display additional data. For any individual 
in the dataset having a owl:sameAs property linking 
to a DBpedia resource X, the Browser sends a request 
query to the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint asking for 
subjects19. For example, when browsing the ‘Aper-
tium project’ page20, the browser adds the links to 
DBpedia (and Wikipedia) for the subjects found there. 
Thus, the users learn that Apertium has to do with 
“natural language processing tools”, “free software 
programmed in c++” and “machine translation”: 

 

Figure 4 “DBpedia relevant information” for 
http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/project_Apertium 

Persons also benefit from external data: the system 
sends the query to the DBLP to get all publications 
for a given Person. In this case, in order to avoid time 
latency and server errors, the query is not executed 
but rather the system displays the URI with the re-
quest21

                                                           
18 Data Category Registry (http://www.isocat.org/) 

. 

19 SELECT ?subject WHERE { X dcterms:subject ?subject.} 
20 http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/project_Apertium 
21 For example: 
 http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/snorql/?query=SELECT ?paperTitle 

WHERE { ?paper dc:creator 

http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/project_Apertium�
http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/snorql/?query=SELECT�


3. Data sources and metrics 

The IULA’s META-SHARE LOD Ontology is 
published at http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/META-
SHARE/ontology/. All URIS are dereferenceable 
both in human readable format (html) and machine 
readable format (turtle).  

The data sources can be downloaded from 
https://github.com/martavillegas/metadata under the 
CC-BY 3.0 license. 

The Virtuoso SPARQL endpoint can be accessed 
at http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/sparql and the Virtuo-
so Faceted Browser at http://lodserver.iul.upf.edu/fct. 

The CCC Browser runs on Ruby on Rails and uses 
the dataset described here (loaded in the Virtuoso 
server). 

Whenever possible, the dataset uses external voca-
bularies. Table 2 lists the vocabularies used together 
with the scope of their usage. 

 
Scope Vocabulary 
docs. http://purl.org/ontology/bibo/# 
licenses http://creativecommons.org/ns# 
dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ 
dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 
foaf (agents) http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 
Lang. codes http://www.fao.org/aims/aos/languagecode.owl# 
mime types http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/ 

Table 3 External vocabularies used 

 
Table 4 lists some general metrics about the num-

ber of triples, classes and properties in the dataset. 
 

Number of triples 12845 
Local classes 59 
External classes 13 
Local object properties 35 
External object properties 3 
Local datatype properties 49 
External datatype properties 5 

Table 4 General metrics 

Table 5 and Table 6 show the number of named in-
stances grouped into ‘domain’ instances and ‘general’ 
instances respectively. In each case, there is the num-
ber of local instances and the number of links to ex-
ternal datasets. For domain instances, the number of 
links to external datasets is rather low and reflects the 
lack of available vocabularies. 

 

                                                                                       
<http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/resource/authors/Mikel_L._Forcada> ; 
dc:title ?paperTitle . } 

Domain instances Local Dbpedia ISOcat 
ms:AnnotationType 7 2 2 
ms:CharacterEncoding 140 4  
ms:DiscourseAnnotation 5   
ms:EncodingLevel 5 5 5 
ms:Linguality 3   
ms:LinguisticInformation 47 31 13 
ms:MediaType 3   
ms:ModalityAnnotation 7   
ms:ModalityType 7 4 3 
ms:MorphosyntacticAnnotation 2   
ms:MultlingualityType 3   
ms:RestrictionsOfUse 10   
ms:SegmentationLevel 16 8 6 
ms:SemanticAnnotation 15  1 
ms:SpeechAnnotation 9   
ms:StandardsBestPractices 44 18  
ms:SyntacticAnnotation 4  1 
ms:TerminologicalResource 4   
ms:Use 1   
ms:UseNLPSpecific 100 46  
ms:UserNature 2   
bio:ServiceTechnology 5 4  
bio:Task 17 5  

Table 5 Domain instances  

General instances L
oc

al
 

D
B

pe
di

a 

D
B

L
P 

V
IA

F 

O
R

C
ID

 

bibo:Article 95  43   
bibo:AudioVisualDoc 12     
bibo:Book 5     
bibo:Chapter 6  3   
bibo:Report 25  4   
bibo:Webpage 11     
foaf:Organization 26   7  
foaf:Person 42  25  17 
foaf:Project 36 1    

Table 6 General instances 

The dataset contains 215 language resources dis-
tributed into classes as listed in Table 7 

 
Language Resources Local 
ms:CorpusText 22 
ms:CorpusTextNgram 8 
ms:ComputationalLexicon 83 
ms:Ontology 3 
ms:Wordnet 4 
ms:TerminologicalResource 4 
bio:Service 91 
Total language reources 215 

Table 7 Number of instances for language resource types 

http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/Metashare/ontology/�
http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/Metashare/ontology/�
https://github.com/martavillegas/metadata�
http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/sparql�
http://lodserver.iul.upf.edu/fct�


The Virtuoso faceted browser includes some sam-
ple queries which illustrate the kind of information 
available.  

 
Describe META-SHARE LOD Ontology 
List Tasks (label + description) 
Lists lexica by language involved 
Most prolific Creators 
Most prolific Projects 
Lists Services by Tasks 

Figure 5 Sample queries in the FCT browser 

4. Conclusions; making the most of data 

Moving to the LOD framework allowed making 
the most of the data. For example, when searching for 
“IULA” in the a META-SHARE Central Node22

The eventual LOD dataset allows retrieving much 
more information in an easy way. For example, we 
can get all triples where the string ‘IULA’ occurs in 
the object with a simple query. 

 we 
get 14 results which it is not much considering the 
node is a central one. In a relational data base it is 
hard to retrieve “anything that has to do with IULA” 
and, hence, it seems the query only gets those lan-
guage resources where the string IULA occurs in de 
description field.  

Figure 6 shows the 
query that gives the property and the number of oc-
currences of ‘IULA’ as object of such property. Thus, 
we can see that ‘IULA’ occurs 79 times as resource 
creator, 78 times as service provider etc. 

 

 

Figure 6 Searching for “IULA” 

                                                           
22 http://metashare.elda.org/repository/search/?q=iula 

The CCC Browser uses a similar query23 to list all 
related resources together with their corresponding 
class (where related resources mean any resource 
linked to ‘IULA’). Thus, for example, the ‘IUA’ 
page24

Figure 8
 collects this information is a box where related 

resources are grouped into classes (see ). 
 

 

Figure 7 “IULA relevant information” for 
http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/organization_UPF-IULA 

 Thanks to the curation and linking tasks per-
formed, the CCC Browser helps users to navigate 
throughout the dataset in a comprehensive way. For 
example, Figure 9 shows the “Named Entity Recog-
nition” page25

Data cleaning and linking become crucial in a sce-
nario where different distributed metadata nodes 
share their data. Part of this curation task can be 
reused by other META-SHARE nodes. The eventual 
dataset proves efficient for data exploitation and capi-
talizes the efforts done. This is largely demonstrated 
by the catalog browser application. The catalog illu-
strates the potentiality of the dataset for data mashup 

, in this case, the system provides with: 
a description; the link to the sameAs instance in the 
DBpedia/Wikipedia; the links to relevant information 
in DBpedia (the subjects found in this dataset) and 
the links to IULA relevant information (that is, all 
related resources in the IULA data set). These in-
clude: semantic annotations, relevant articles and 
reports, projects involved in named entity recognition 
and services performing such a task. Taking into ac-
count that, in the original XSD schema, Named Enti-
ty Recognition was just an xs:enumeration value, the 
benefits of moving into LOD are obvious. 

                                                           
23 http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/sparql?default-graph-

uri=http://MetashareLOD.org&should-sponge=&query=prefix ms:     
<http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/Metashare/ontology/> 

prefix test:   <http://lodserver.iula.upf.edu/Metashare/resource/> 
SELECT ?class ?label FROM <http://MetashareLOD.org> 
WHERE {  ?s ?p test:organization_UPF-IULA ; a ?class ; 

rdfs:label ?label. 
FILTER (!regex(?class,"NamedIndividual"))} 
GROUP BY ?class ORDER 

BY ?class&format=text/html&debug=on&timeout= 
24 http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/organization_UPF-IULA 
25 http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/NamedEntityRecognition 

http://metashare.elda.org/repository/search/?q=iula�


using data from different sources (DBpedia and 
DBLP).  

 

 

Figure 8 Named Entity Recognition at the CCC Browser 
(http://lod.iula.upf.edu/resources/NamedEntityRecognition) 
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